Introducing SmartVue™, an innovative new radiation treatment experience that eliminates the claustrophobic confines of the typical treatment room by bringing the great outdoors into your Linac room.

**BUILDING A BETTER PATIENT EXPERIENCE WITH NATURAL LIGHT**

Introducing SmartVue™, an innovative new radiation treatment experience that eliminates the claustrophobic confines of the typical treatment room by bringing the great outdoors into your Linac room.

**ADDS NATURAL LIGHT TO THE ROOM**

**PATIENT-CENTRIC DESIGN**

**MAINTAINS SHIELDING INTEGRITY**

**MULTIPLE SCENIC PACKAGES**

**OPTIONAL “EXPERIENCE” PACKAGES**
SmartVue™ is a breathtaking new advancement in patient treatment that allows natural light directly into the treatment room, providing the patient with a beautiful, uplifting view of the outside before and after the treatment process. This groundbreaking new shielded scenic wall system will add an outside view to your treatment room without affecting the integrity of the surrounding radiation shielding.

**How it works.**
As patients enter the room, they are greeted with a beautiful view to the outside as the room is bathed with natural light. As the treatment begins, the lights are dimmed and the glass of the window “frosts over”, hiding radiation shielding that moves in behind the glass. When the treatment is finished and the lights in the room come back up, the shielding slides out of sight as the glass clears to once again reveal the beautiful scenery outside the window.

**A Better Experience.**
Natural light positively affects how patients react and how their bodies respond to treatment. Bringing an outside view into the treatment room will not only positively influence the patient, but the healthcare personnel as well. You owe it to all of them to provide the most positive radiation treatment experience there is.

Once again, Veritas has provided a better radiation shielding experience that keeps pace with the remarkable advancements of the treatments themselves. For more information on the Veritas SmartVue™ shielded scenic wall, call 888.242.6760 or visit Veritas-MedicalSolutions.com today.

The future of therapy room engineering and construction is here, and it’s breathtaking.
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